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The Guest: In spite of its welcoming attitude toward the spirits, this is not a story about the supernatural, and it is not a ghost story. Hwang uses the ghosts to reveal the shared humanity of all living beings, because the spirits of the departed seek emotional closure and mutual forgiveness. They harbor regret for the mistakes they made while alive. When the ghosts speak of their actions in the past, and when they come out together for their final expressions of remorse before bidding farewell to Yosop on his final night in the village, the novel exhibits the universality it holds for all human beings of moving beyond hotly held youthful passions to the thoughtful mellowness of maturity. It is the universality of wishing one could undo some actions in the past.
The message imparted by the deceased spirits is that living on this earth can seem to be a tedious chain of mundane actions and thoughts, and at the same time, humans can be unspeakably cruel
